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Im thrilled that the Extended Edition will give fans the opportunity to experience certain key scenes in the film as they were originally shot, as well as an abundance of special features, said Jackson. Its exciting to present this expanded and enriched version of An Unexpected Journey to
allow fans to fully immerse themselves in the movie, before seeing the second part of the trilogy. The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Extended Edition will be available as a 5-disc Blu-ray 3D set ($54.98 SRP) that features the Blu-ray 3D and Blu-ray versions of the Extended Edition; a
3-disc Blu-ray ($35.99) and a 5-disc DVD ($34.99) The Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD all include UltraVioletTM which allows consumers to download and instantly stream the Extended Edition in high definition to a wide range of devices including computers and compatible tablets,
smartphones, game consoles, Internet-connected TVs and Blu-ray players.* The nearly nine hours of new special features boasts audio commentary with Peter Jackson, director/producer/screenwriter, and Philippa Boyens, co-producer/screenwriter, and The Appendices, a multi-part
documentary focusing on various aspects of the film and the Trilogy. Complete special feature details are provided below. The first of a trilogy of films adapting the enduringly popular masterpiece The Hobbit, The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey was nominated for three Academy Awards1.
In The Hobbit, we will follow the epic journey of Bilbo Baggins to reclaim the lost Dwarf Erebor Kingdom, long captured by dragon Smaug. Bilbo, whose door was suddenly knocked by the wizard Gray Gandalf, finds himself among the thirteen dwarves led by the legendary warrior Thorin
Oakensheild. Their journey takes them to Wild places, they have to go through dangerous lands full of Goblin and Orcs, Giant Spiders, Wolves, Shapeshifters and Sorcerers.
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the hobbit has been a popular series of books since its first edition in 1937. it tells the story of bilbo baggins, a hobbit who is sent on a dangerous mission to reclaim a massive treasure from a dragon. the hobbit is the first of a trilogy of fantasy films based on j.r. tolkien's book of the same
name. bilbo is a member of the baggins family, and his adventures change him forever. with an hour and forty-five minutes of original music from lord of the rings composer howard shore is available online, embedded over at empire magazine in a story about preordering the soundtrack
for the hobbit: an unexpected journey . shore, who will also score the hobbit trilogy for director peter jackson, is building on his own work fromthelord of the ringstrilogy, says the story. you'll hear very specific echoes of elements from that work throughout the whole album, giving this a

clear link to our first adventures in middle earth, but there are new themes here for the new characters too. yesterday, rolling stone debuted an epic ballad from neil finn that will appear in the film. the album will be available in two versions from 11 december but can already be pre-
ordered from itunes or amazon. with an hour and forty-five minutes of original music from lord of the rings composer howard shore is available online, embedded over at empire magazine in a story about preordering the soundtrack for the hobbit: an unexpected journey . shore, who will

also score the hobbit trilogy for director peter jackson, is building on his own work fromthelord of the ringstrilogy, says the story. 5ec8ef588b
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